
Week of April 
20th - 24th 

Assignments: 

Task 1: 
● Watch my video lesson in Google Classroom 

on “What is an argumentative text?” 

Task 2: 
● On Learning A-Z, under assignments, read the 

short articles “Coding is Cool” and “Is PE 
Worth the Time?”

● Then, complete the assignment 
“Argumentative Writing Prompts” in Google 
Classroom. 

Extension/Extra Activities:  

● Typing.com 
● Write a letter to a friend, parent or 

teacher and post a picture of it to Seesaw 
under the “Language Arts” folder. Checklist:

❏ Watched the video What is an 
argumentative text?

❏ Read BOTH Coding is Cool and Is 
PE Worth the Time? 

❏ Complete the assignment 
Argumentative Writing Prompts? 

Learning Objective -
Students will make a 

claim in argumentative 
text and show evidence to 

support their opinion. 

IMPORTANT! 
Please watch my 
video on how to 
complete your 

assignments for 
the week. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wMHVSy1LO63vVW1dFZmjlLWg-3kOmgaO/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1wMHVSy1LO63vVW1dFZmjlLWg-3kOmgaO/preview


Week of april 20th - 24th  
Assignments: 

Task 1:  
● Watch my video lesson on “Prefixes and 

Suffixes” in Google Classroom. 

Task 2: 
● Complete the spelling assignment “Prefixes 

and Suffixes” in Google Classroom. 

Learning Objective -
Students will identify the 

difference between a prefix 
and a suffix, and be able to 

identify them in a text.

CheckList:
❏ Watched the video on 

Prefixes and Suffixes? 
❏ Completed the assignment 

Prefixes and Suffixes? 

IMPORTANT! 
Please watch my 
video on how to 
complete your 

assignments for 
the week. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_EPoAg1WfMVmppLlUvr3uYevUnaDji_B/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_EPoAg1WfMVmppLlUvr3uYevUnaDji_B/preview


Week of april 
20th- 24th 

Assignments: 

Task 1: 
● In Google Classroom, read the 

lesson on “Intro to Government” 
slides and watch the video on our 
3 levels of government.

● Write down one thing you found 
interesting from the video or slides 
and post a picture of it to Seesaw. 

Task 2: 
● On PebbleGo, read about the 

“Mayor” and “City Council.” 
● Then, in Google Classroom, 

complete the assignment “Local 
Government” and read the 
following slides. 

Extension/Extra Activities:

● Write down two interesting facts you learned about the 
Government, and post a picture of them to Seesaw under 
the “Social Studies” folder. 

● Write down two interesting facts you learned about the 
Mayor or the City Council, and post a picture of them to 
Seesaw under the “Social Studies” folder.

Learning Objective - 
Students will develop an 

understanding of the 
Government, and identify 

the differences between the 
levels of Government. 

Checklist: 
❏ Read the Intro to Government slides 

and watched the video? 
❏ Read about the Mayor and City 

Council on PebbleGo? 
❏ Completed the assignment Local 

Government? 

IMPORTANT! 
Please watch my 
video on how to 
complete your 

assignments for 
the week. 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ru-Is49io4JU6Jc3uim8SKBaY7J6c1cU/preview
https://docs.google.com/file/d/1Ru-Is49io4JU6Jc3uim8SKBaY7J6c1cU/preview


Week of 
April 20th - 

24th 

Monday
Generation Genius video about life cycles

Tuesday
Read/listen about metamorphosis and complete diagram            

Wednesday
 Earth Day activity 

Thursday
Compare two life cycles

Friday 
**optional**

Read about an animal on Epic and make a model of its life cycle

*audio/video directions added and option for passages to be read aloud*



Week of April 
20th - 24th 

Assignments: 

Monday
Dot plot graphs video lesson and practice

Tuesday
Make your own dot plot activity

Wednesday
Reading dot plots practice

Thursday
Reading graphs independent work

Friday
Reading graphs independent work

*students may require brief reading assistance
audio/video directions provided*

Extension/Extra Activities:

● 30 minutes on Prodigy math 
program

● Work until you get a green light on 
Reflex math


